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ESSA’s integrity figures for Q3 2016
In the third quarter (Q3) of 2016 ESSA and its members reported
37 cases of suspicious betting patterns to the relevant sporting
and regulatory authorities for further investigation. That involved
31 cases identified in tennis, three in football and one each in table
tennis, volleyball and beach volleyball. Tennis accounted for 84%
of Q3 alerts, a figure which corresponds with the previous two
quarters of the year where the sport accounted for 83% (Q2) and
82% (Q1) of ESSA alerts.
A betting pattern is deemed unusual or suspicious when it involves
unexpected activity with atypical bet sizes or volumes that continue
– even after significant price corrections have been made in order
to deter such activity in the market. A betting pattern is only
confirmed as suspicious after ESSA has made detailed enquiries
with all of its members to eliminate any prospect that the unusual
patterns could be for legitimate reasons, such as pricing the
market incorrectly.
ESSA continues to play a key role as the regulated betting sector’s
representative body at national and international match-fixing
policy forums and holds positions on working groups at the
European Commission, Council of Europe and the International
Olympic Committee (IOC). It represents many of the world’s
biggest regulated sports betting operators, serving over 40 million
consumers in the EU alone, and is continually reassessing and
improving its alert and reporting systems.

How the ESSA system works
The ESSA alert system primarily works on the input provided
by its members, notably alerts created by members relating to
suspicious transactions detected by their own internal control
systems. If such an alert is issued, which occurs through
ESSA’s alert platform, members are required to respond
quickly confirming whether or not similar trends have been
seen elsewhere in their markets. Where evidence emerges
that there may be potentially fraudulent activity taking place,
e.g. because several members have confirmed an irregular
betting pattern, ESSA will:
1. report that information under the applicable Memorandum
of Understanding (MoU) to the relevant sports governing
body; and
2. advise the member(s) concerned to make a report to their
own national regulatory authority

Suspicious alerts in Q3 2016

ESSA’s members work together using risk assessment and security
protocols to identify suspicious betting patterns and have access
to an unrivalled body of data which it provides to sporting bodies
and regulatory authorities. That includes essential transactional
data on who is betting on what, where and when. Every year, our
members invest over EUR 50m in compliance and internal security
systems to combat fraud, as well as funding other initiatives such
as player education programmes.
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EURO 2016 WATCH BY ARJEL
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THE IMPACT OF DEVELOPING TECHNOLOGY ON BRITAIN’S REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
The Gambling Commission was set

player protection, including: the blurring of lines between social

up under the Gambling Act 2005 to

gaming and gambling; the potential for virtual currencies to offer

regulate commercial gambling in Great

unregulated gambling; and concerns over the integrity of betting
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with
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We have already started taking steps, advising a number of
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organisations to cease offering gambling facilities involving

This transformation brings with it new

unregulated activities. For example, regulatory action was taken
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following an investigation into website Futgalaxy for alleged

betting industry and how it is regulated.

offences involving the use of a virtual currency, provision of
gambling facilities and inviting children to gamble. Prohibiting

In-play betting is one area that has seen a major growth in both

facilities that provide gambling services to children and young

popularity and markets offered. Data collected since 2014 from

people will always be a priority for the Commission, along with

British licenced operators indicates that in-play betting now

taking action on those offering gambling services without a licence.

accounts for over one-third of online betting gross gambling yield.
Technology has revolutionised access to markets, with punters

The Commission is also very aware that there have been instances

able to choose from a range of options to manage their bets, be it

of match-fixing in the growing eSports betting market, albeit

through their smart phones at a live event, at home through a laptop
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growing concerns in such areas, the Commission published a
discussion paper on virtual currencies, eSports and social gaming
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in-play betting position, reconsidering the potential risks to our

and the impact on regulation and player protection.

licensing objectives. We took into account changes to both markets
and technology and our experiences in regulating the industry,

The consultation closed on 30 September and we look forward

focussing on fairness and transparency, integrity and the risk of

to reviewing the responses, including one from ESSA on eSports

harm. We concluded that, at this time, there is little evidence to

betting integrity, over the autumn. Ensuring the Commission

support introducing any new regulatory measures.

has a full understanding of developments concerning such new
technologies is vital if we are to maintain a model of effective

We do however acknowledge that we live in an ever-changing

and proportionate regulation, and if we are to continue to help

world and our position will need to be reviewed as technology

businesses avoid providing unregulated gambling services.

develops and expands. The potential impact of such advancements
in technology have also shone the regulatory spotlight on virtual
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